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A complete guide to implementing UV Angel Products 

for Cleaner, Safer Restaurant Environments.

HOW UV ANGEL HELPS 
GET YOUR RESTAURANT 
RUNNING AGAIN:
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The Complete Guide to 

UV-C Technology 
for Restaurants
Takeout is tired. Consumers want to go out, but they’re concerned 
about the safety of in-person dining. Employees want to get back to 
work, but they’re worried about long shifts in indoor environments. 
If you can provide the peace of mind your customers and your 
employees need to feel comfortable returning, you can reopen 
your restaurant safely. 

This complete guide to implementing UV Angel products for a 
cleaner, safer restaurant environment will give you a full picture  
of how our products, combined with the cleanliness and sanitation 
methods you’re already employing, can help you protect your 
employees and get diners back to your restaurant with confidence. 
We’ll cover everything from what technology we use, how it 
works, and the science that stands behind our products.

Understanding UV Angel’s Technology:

How Our Products Help 
Protect You
Humans are the greatest source of pathogens in any quick-service 
restaurant. While you can’t control the pathogens that enter 
your restaurant, you can prevent them from spreading. UV Angel 
products use UV-C light technology at the source level to directly 
and continuously treat and neutralise pathogens in the air and on 
the surfaces of your restaurant.

UV-C light technology uses a specific wavelength of ultraviolet 
light to neutralise pathogens and other organisms. UV-C light 
is germicidal, which means it deactivates the DNA in bacteria, 
viruses, fungi, and other pathogens, disrupting their ability to 
multiply and cause disease. 
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UV Angel Clean Air
Your patrons can breathe easier when dining in a cleaner, safer, 
UV-C treated environment. 

Airborne pathogens are a significant concern for any restaurant 
owner, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. UV Angel’s 
Clean Air Series Products provide an effective, shielded method 
of source-level pathogen control by drawing contaminated 
air into a sealed UV-C chamber, where pathogens are quickly 
neutralised. Clean, treated air is then circulated back into your 
restaurant. UV Angel Clean Air units provide: 

• Source-level control. Because UV Angel Clean Air units
make use of shielded UV-C light, they are safe for use in
occupied spaces. This ensures treatment of pathogens at
their source.

• Continuous pathogen control. UV Angel Clean Air’s
UV-C technology offers engineered source control,
continuously providing 24/7 room-level pathogen control
for diners and employees alike.

• A safe air treatment method. UV Angel Clean Air’s
shielded UV-C chamber ensures our products are safe for
use in occupied spaces, effectively neutralising pathogens
without exposing diners or employees to UV-C light.

• Scientifically validated effectiveness. Research has
shown the effectiveness of UV Angel’s UV-C air technology
at reducing pathogen levels, including in non-controlled
real-world settings like quick-service restaurants.

Laboratory tests on the UV Angel Clean Air technology  
showed pathogen elimination rates of up to 99.99%. When 
tested in real-world, uncontrolled environments like restaurants, 
studies proved a dramatic reduction—of 73% or more—of 
both airborne and surface bacteria after UV Angel Clean Air 
technology was installed.

How UV Angel Products 

Help You Reopen Your Restaurant
Contaminants like bacteria and viruses, also known as 
pathogens, enter your restaurant in a number of ways, 
but most frequently from the diners who walk in and 
out of your restaurant. Pathogens are shed by humans 
and accumulate in the room on surfaces and in the air 
when anyone breathes, sneezes, coughs, talks, or even 
when they have a simple conversation. While you and 
your team of employees can work hard to clean and 
disinfect surfaces, it’s difficult to reduce pathogens 
floating around your environment and brought in by 

those visiting your establishment. That’s where UV Angel 
products come in. 

Our engineered source control technology works to 
automatically treat and neutralise those pathogens 
brought in by humans—pathogens that you are unlikely 
to eliminate with even frequent, regular cleaning and 
sanitation. UV Angel products deliver a cleaner, safer 
restaurant environment for your diners in two ways:
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UV Angel Adapt
Keep your diners safe with automated UV-C treatment of 
high-touch surfaces. 

Touchscreens, kiosks, bump bars, and credit card keypads are 
all essential to your restaurant’s daily operations. But, with so 
many high-touch areas, how can you keep those surfaces safe 
for diners and employees alike? UV Angel Adapt uses UV-C 
technology to neutralise potential threats the moment they 
are detected on these high-touch surfaces. A versatile, fl exible 
solution, UV Angel Adapt can be installed on any surface in 
your restaurant to detect and neutralise pathogens. Adapt is 
designed to operate hundreds of times a day, working in 
tandem with your existing infection prevention strategies to 
provide a disruption-free workfl ow that complements 
standard cleaning protocols. 

• Continuous surface treatment. UV Angel Adapt is
continuously working to sense and neutralise pathogens.
Wherever you install the UV Angel Adapt product, your
surfaces are continuously monitored for human interactions
and treated to keep your diners and your staff safe.

• Intelligent AI. UV Angel Adapt uses sophisticated AI to
sense the underlying surface and classify every interaction.
Whether your employee wiped down a kiosk screen or a
diner touched a credit card reader, the UV Angel Adapt will
sense the interaction, and make a ’clean check’. You can
integrate this powerful collected data into your food safety
system for improved cleanliness and safety measures.

• Engineered controls remove the potential for
human error. UV Angel Adapt functions autonomously,
which means it does not rely on an employee for activation.

• Scientifi cally validated. Research has shown the
effectiveness of UV Angel’s UV-C air technology at reducing
pathogen levels, including in non-controlled real-world
settings like quick-service restaurants.

You can’t control which pathogens enter your restaurant. 
You can mitigate the risk of them from spreading. UV Angel 
Clean Air and Adapt work together to neutralise pathogens in 
your restaurant at the source level. Our technology is fully 
automated, patented, and proven to help you keep your diners 
safe. 

COMPLETE

DETECT

TREAT
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The Facts: 

UV Angel Products Are Proven to 
Provide a Safer Environment for Diners 
and Employees Alike
If you’re considering investing in UV-C technology to keep your restaurant open and safe 
for diners, you should know the facts. UV Angel has worked hard to study our technology in 
real-world applications, so we can provide you with the facts you need to feel confident in the 
effectiveness of our products in quick-service restaurants like yours.

• UV Angel Clean Air technology eliminates up to 99.99% of pathogens in laboratory settings.

• Our non-clinical studies conducted at quick-service restaurants were comprehensive, and
including samples from restrooms, break rooms, drive-thru windows, ordering counters, and
dining rooms, demonstrated a dramatic reduction of airborne and surface pathogen levels
by as much or more than 73%.

• Our QSR findings, which demonstrate the effectiveness of our technology, are based the
results of pre- and post-installation pathogen samples that are statistically significant and
likely highly repeatable.

• UV Angel Adapt is more than 99% effective against bacteria, fungi, and viruses.

Quick service restaurants across the country are looking for solutions to safely provide their 
customers with the cleaner environment they need to feel comfortable dining-in. UV Angel 
has partnered with a number of major brands and Fortune 500 companies to give guests the 
confidence to dine-in again. Let us help you, too. 
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